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After a strong Q1, Meta
looks to AI for its future
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The news: Meta posted Q1 earnings that beat estimates on Wednesday, but its shares

slumped on disappointing Q2 guidance as it outlined plans for heavy AI investments.

Revenues were $36.46 billion, versus expectations of $36.16 billion, and rose 27% year over

year.

Meta’s advertising business saw improvements, with impressions jumping 20% and price per

ad increasing 6%.
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Cost-cutting: Meta’s revenue increase is a sign that the company is still benefiting from its

yearlong cost-cutting, giving it time to focus on the next growth sector.

Our take: Meta will need to prove throughout the year that AI can be a significant driver of

user and revenue growth in order to meet investor demands. Despite AI’s buzz, that’s a

challenging prospect: Monetization has lagged behind AI development, and Meta has already

run into notable content moderation issues involving the tech.

Several rounds of layo�s throughout 2023’s “year of e�ciency” and Q1 2024 saw the

company’s headcount decline 10% to 69,329.

The company still projects revenue growth for Q2, but its guidance was below investor

expectations. The company’s stock fell 15% in pre-market trading Thursday.

At the moment, that looks to be artificial intelligence. Meta has brought generative AI to its

advertising business, allowing brands to use the tech to make accessible creative material and

opening new pools of ad spending from smaller brands.

But AI isn’t just a back-end feature: Meta recently brought Meta AI to consumers,

prominently featuring it in the search bars across its app ecosystem and launching a

standalone version designed to compete with ChatGPT.

It’s yet to be seen if AI will drive long-term engagement or allow Meta to debut new ad space,

but it’s a prominent push for mainstream use of AI. Other competitors are launching similar AI

tools: TikTok has tested AI-generated music features; X o�ers access to an AI named Grok;

and Snapchat has highlighted its ChatGPT-powered chatbot (which is partially locked behind

a Snapchat+ subscription).

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/meta-updates-ai-rules-after-viral-biden-images
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/meta-s-year-of-efficiency-paid-off-with-2023-revenues-jumping-16?_ga=2.228277085.1997755737.1713789810-1319327950.1675444827&_gl=1*12mxglq*_ga*MTMxOTMyNzk1MC4xNjc1NDQ0ODI3*_ga_XXYLHB9SXG*MTcxMzk5MzIwNy40OTQuMC4xNzEzOTkzMjA3LjYwLjAuMA..*_gcl_au*MTMyOTMzNDQwOC4xNzA2NjIzNjg2LjE2MDYxNTk1Ni4xNzEzOTkzMjA2LjE3MTM5OTMyMDU.
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https://content-na1.emarketer.com/snap-looks-turn-its-ai-chatbot-advertising-tool
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